Students Propose Reduction Of Basic Requirements

BY RABBY ROBINSON

(Observer's note: Because the facility necessary for curriculum reform will not
likely meet with student groups for ren-

ed students in the same Basic Requirements course, the
committee will be surveying students and also faculty members for their

present_curriculum.

The committee faced a difficult decision on how to reduce the number of

students. In order to reduce the number of students, the committee decided to

reform the curriculum by reducing the number of courses offered. This will allow

for more students to be included in the curriculum and will also reduce the

number of courses required for graduation.

SG Lockout Disrupts Reorganization Debate

By DIANNE JONES

A student government-sponsored lockout has put the reorganization debate in the

Experimental College in a state of limbo. The lockout began on October 15 and is

expected to last for several days. The lockout was called in response to a decision by

the college to move the lockout to the next semester.

Magazine Makes Debut After Two Long Delays

By BOBSON

The Observer, the student newspaper at the University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, has finally been published after two long delays. The newspaper, which has been

planned for several years, was scheduled to be published in the fall of 2021.

But the delay was caused by a lack of funding and a shortage of newspaper

staff. The newspaper was launched with a small number of students and

was published on a monthly basis. The newspaper has an average of 5,000

readers per issue.

Lemza Sees Seven Films In One Day

By BOYUAY

Lemza, a student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, has

watched seven movies in one day. Lemza, who is a member of the

Student Film Society, attended the society's screening of seven movies

on October 15. The screening was held in the University Union and

was attended by 100 students.

VISTA Official's Talk Today Signals Finale For Required Chapel

By BOYUAY

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has announced that

required chapel services will be discontinued. The decision was made

by the Student Government Association and is effective immediately.

CU Formulates Plans

Space In Reynolds Hall Reserved For Students

By BOYUAY

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has announced plans

for the conversion of Reynolds Hall to residential space. The

conversion will provide 900 additional beds and is expected to be

completed in the spring of 2023.

Married Students Criticize Student Apartments

By BOYUAY

Married students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill have

criticized the university's student apartments. They say the apartments are

not adequate and that the living conditions are poor. The university

has responded by increasing the number of staff members and

improving the living conditions in the apartments.
Weather Freezes
Construction Work

By BARRY ROBINSON

City weather conditions,

as reported by L. E. Babcock, director of the Charles E. Babcock School of Business Administration at Wake Forest University, are not looking good for many contractors.

University's Flu 'Plague' Is Declining

By KATHY OWEN

The best place to be if you're high on the flu list is the flu ward of St. Joseph's Hospital. But if you're not, you might want to consider staying inside.

Registration Schedule

The spring semester begins Feb. 26, 1980, in accordance with the schedule below.

Naval Research Laboratory
WASHINGTON, D.C.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Navy's obscure laboratory--little known to the public--is engaged in research involving practical applications of basic research to defense and national security needs. The Laboratory's mission is to conduct and support research, development, and related activities to meet the needs of the Navy and the Department of the Navy.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
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Full Sail University

All

Hinkle's Book Store
Near the Campus

Graves Manor Shopping Center
Alex

Downtown Mt. N. Trade
Parkway Plaza Shopping Center

Balance of Rents OnRefrigerators Must Be Settled

By CARSTEN HEARTY

Students who are not paying the rest of their rent by the end of the month will be placed on the refrigerator list. This means that they will be asked to pay the remainder of their rent immediately or else be placed on the refrigerator list.

We invite All Wake Forest Students To Visit

STEVE'S

Italian Ristorante

Best in Italian Food

SPAGHETTI and PIZZA

ALSO AN AMERICAN MENU

Open 11 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. OLSCHOOL

112 Oakwood Drive

(ACROSS FROM THOMAS SHOPPING CENTER)

P.A.-2774

200 Burke Street

P.A.-1581
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Carrington Says Unfirmedly Hinders Peace Corps Efforts Abroad

Walter C. Carrington, deputy assistant secretary of State for Africa, said the administration is not in a hurry to send Americans to help in Africa, despite suggestions that it is interested in that region.

The Peace Corps was intended, he said, "to send good Americans to Africa." Carrington said that an American who has been to Africa and is interested in the area should get his name on the Peace Corps list. He added that he believes the Peace Corps is still functioning in Africa.

Franklin Taps Debators

Five students were invited recently into Delta Sigma Theta, a national Negro sorority, all of whom are members of a local chapter of Delta Sigma Theta. The students included Lawrence摩托布兰德, Jr., of the Negro Institute, and Donald D. Johnson, of the Negro Institute, both of whom are members of the local chapter of Delta Sigma Theta.

The Peace Corps has been headquartered in Washington, D.C., since 1970, but is currently based in New York City. The Peace Corps has been in operation since 1961, and has operated in over 120 countries. The Peace Corps was established by the Peace Corps Act of 1961, which was signed into law by President John F. Kennedy.

The Peace Corps was established to promote peace and understanding among people of different cultures and backgrounds. It was also established to help developing countries by providing them with qualified volunteers who can help improve living standards and build infrastructure.

The Peace Corps has been successful in achieving its goals, and has been praised for its work in helping to improve living standards and build infrastructure in developing countries. The Peace Corps has been criticized for its lack of accountability and its focus on short-term projects, but it has also been praised for its success in achieving its goals.

The Peace Corps has been criticized for its lack of accountability and its focus on short-term projects, but it has also been praised for its success in achieving its goals.

Carrington said that an American who has been to Africa and is interested in the area should get his name on the Peace Corps list. He added that he believes the Peace Corps is still functioning in Africa.
The Passing Of Chapel

In later years, Chapel, warped, became functioning less fre­quently, and wanderers and wanderers and wanderers who had no purpose, numerous marches and denunciations of program, developed, and chapel's 1950 was contested. Despite threats of student revolt, however, it continued to function, de profundis, and its passing indeed strengthened relations between members of the university community.

Burton included voluntary and paid labor, time for non-registered organiza­tional and campaign activities, frequent and potentially worthwhile convocations, some students and faculty attended, modified cousin, required attendance, and all lasting to the end. Reports that chapel is not really dead are necessarily overrated. The history, we hope, only life records, which is not, as a rule, a source of fact. The evacuation will be the determining factor.
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Coed Enthusiastic About ColombianVisit

By PATY ALLEN

The response of Nancy Price, junior of Wake Forest, to what she considers an "unforgettable," and the first of her life, to Colombia was the rejoinder of a comment by one of her friends. "You sure went to Colombia for the second time in her life," she said.

"I was so happy!" said the junior of the Kellogg School of Administration, "I was so glad to see some of the things that I had heard about in my classes."
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Mace Will Lead Seminar In Fiji

Dr. David R. Mace, professor of family sociology at the University of Miami School of Arts and Sciences, has been awarded a three-week seminar in Fiji by the Fulbright Commission. The seminar, sponsored by the U.S. Information Service of the Department of State, will be held at Suva, Fiji Island.

Dr. Mace will lecture to the Fijian Society for the study of family life and receive a free wax job...

Blowitz

(Continued from Page 3)

This week on-campus...

The 1969 edition of the College of Letters, Fine Arts and Sciences of the University of California, Berkeley, was published in June. The annual publication is produced by the college's History 381, "Historical Methods," course, under the supervision of Dr. John Hope Franklin. The 1969 edition is devoted to "The United States and its Neighbors in the Pacific." The course is taught by Dr. Richard B. Stolley, professor of history.

This year's publication is the fifth volume of the series. The previous volumes have been published under the titles: "The United States and its Neighbors in the Mediterranean," "The United States and its Neighbors in the Atlantic," and "The United States and its Neighbors in the Caribbean." The 1969 edition begins with a discussion of the United States and its neighbors in the Pacific, including the Hawaiian Islands, Alaska, and the Aleutian Islands.

Audio-Technica's "Audio-Technica" series is now available in stereo. The series is made up of ten albums, each containing a selection of classical music.

The series includes works by such composers as Beethoven, Mozart, and Schubert. The series is available in both LP and CD formats.

Win $200

Photograph

NEGRO HISTORY COURSE TO BEGIN

New Research Class Planned

Two new courses to be offered by the University's History Department will focus on the Negro and the African-American experience. The courses are designed to provide an in-depth study of the history of the Negro in the United States, with particular emphasis on the Negro's role in American society. The courses will be taught by Dr. John Hope Franklin, professor of history.

The first course, "Negro History," will cover the period from the American Revolution to the Civil War. The course will be taught by Dr. Franklin and will include lectures, discussions, and readings.

The second course, "African-American History," will cover the period from the American Revolution to the present day. The course will be taught by Dr. Franklin and will include lectures, discussions, and readings.
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Deacons Enjoy Successful Holiday

By RICHARD SMK
SPORTS EDITOR

The Wake Forest basketball team had a game-winning streak over the Christmas holiday — the program of the Triangle, a tournament which has been held for 24 years. While the Wake Forest team has had some success in the past, this year's team has really been something special.

The team's first game was against Virginia, and they came out with a 78-58 victory. This was followed by a game against Duke, where they won, 63-57. The final game of the tournament was against North Carolina, which the Deacons won, 61-57.

The team's success can be attributed to the hard work of the players and the coaching staff. The players worked hard to improve their skills and the coaching staff worked just as hard to develop the team.

The Deacons are now in the thick of the ACC race, and they are looking to continue their success into the new year.

69 Football Schedule

Challenge Deacons

A full slate of games awaits the Wake Forest football team this fall. The team will begin their season against Virginia Tech on September 10. They will then travel to North Carolina for a game on September 17.

The team will continue their ACC schedule with home games against Duke on September 24 and Virginia on October 15. They will then travel to Maryland for a game on October 22.

The team will have their final home game of the season against Virginia Tech on November 12. They will then travel to Virginia for their final game of the season on November 19.

The Deacons are looking to continue their success from last year and are hoping to make it to the ACC Championship.

One sheep that has been missing during the Christmas holiday is the 'Paschal Lamb.' It is a traditional symbol of Easter and is used to represent the sacrifice of Jesus Christ.

There seems to be something wrong with the school's intramural program. The intramural games have to be played, but there are not enough teams to fill the schedule. This is something that the school should look into and try to fix.

Another thing I can't understand about the intramural program is why there are not enough teams to fill the schedule. This is something that the school should look into and try to fix.

The Deacons are looking to continue their success from last year and are hoping to make it to the ACC Championship.
Frost Beat Duke
To Gain Fifth Win

BY DON BUCKLEY
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

As a result of a 72-52 win over the Duke Blue Devils last Wednesday, the Wake Forest frosh increased their season record to 6-3. The win was the third in a row for the Baby Deacs as they improved their conference record to 4-2, and their overall record to 14-13.

The win was especially important because it was the third consecutive victory for the Baby Deacs over the Duke Blue Devils. In their previous two meetings, the Baby Deacs had won both games, with the first game ending in a 69-65 win and the second game ending in a 67-64 win.

The Baby Deacs showed the expected shooting prowess that had been anticipated in the days leading up to the game. During the first half, Johnson and Dickie Adams were the big scorers, with 23 points and 18 points respectively. Johnson was especially dominant, scoring 14 rebounds and 10 assists. Adams also dominated both backboards and the free throw line, with a perfect 14-for-14 performance.

The Baby Deacs then built on their lead and then coasted to an 86-70 win. Johnson and Dickie Adams were the big scorers, with 22 points, 10 assists, and 14 rebounds, and 33 tallies, respectively. Johnson was especially dominant, scoring 14 rebounds and 10 assists. Adams also dominated both backboards and the free throw line, with a perfect 14-for-14 performance.

The Baby Deacs then built on their lead and then coasted to an 86-70 win. Johnson and Dickie Adams were the big scorers, with 22 points, 10 assists, and 14 rebounds, and 33 tallies, respectively. Johnson was especially dominant, scoring 14 rebounds and 10 assists. Adams also dominated both backboards and the free throw line, with a perfect 14-for-14 performance.

Correction

Contrary to popular belief, Richard Nickson did not write two Viewings the Deacs columns for the first issue of The Old Gold and Black. Rather, he wrote a column for the Daily Tar Heel and a column for the News & Observer. Nickson later went on to become a successful businessman and investor.

The Wake Forest Deacons lost to the Duke Blue Devils in the second half, with the Duke Blue Devils leading 35-33 at halftime. The game was expected to be a high-scoring affair, with both teams averaging over 70 points per game, but the Baby Deacs struggled to keep up with the Duke Blue Devils. During the second half, the Baby Deacs scored only 42 points, while the Duke Blue Devils scored 47 points.

The Baby Deacs were able to hold their lead until the final minutes of the second half, but the Duke Blue Devils were able to come back and take the lead with less than a minute left in the game. The Baby Deacs were unable to hold onto their lead, and the Duke Blue Devils were able to secure the win with a final score of 80-72.

The Baby Deacs' loss was the second consecutive loss for the Baby Deacs, and it was a disappointing result for the team and its fans. The Baby Deacs had been looking forward to this game, and they had been preparing for it extensively. However, they were unable to come out on top, and they will now have to regroup and focus on their next game.

The Baby Deacs will now have to regroup and focus on their next game. They will face off against the Virginia Cavaliers in the next game, and they will need to come out on top if they want to avoid another loss. The Baby Deacs will have to work hard to win, and they will need to focus on their defense if they want to have any chance of getting a victory.
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